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On a Non-Linear Semi-Group Attached to Stochastic Optimal Control By Makiko NlSIO* § I. Introduction
In [6] we introduced a non-linear semi-group attached to the stochastic control of diffusion type, by the following way. Let T be a Cf-compact subset of R k , called by a control region. Let a triple ($, B, U)
be an admissible system where Q is a probability space, B is an ^-dimensional Brownian motion on Q and U is a /"-valued 23-non-anticipative process on J2. For an admissible system ($, B, U) we consider the following 72-dimensional stochastic differential equation ( 
1) dX(f) =a(X(t},U(t))dB(t} + r(X(0, U(f»dt
where a(x, u) is a symmetric nX ^-matrix and y{x,ii) an ;z-vector. Under the condition of smoothness and boundness of the coefficients OC and 7, there exists a unique solution X, which is called the response for U. By C we denote the Banach lattice of all bounded and uniformly continuous functions on R n endowed with the usual supremum norm and the usual order. Let c (x, 11) be non-negative and f(x 9 u) real. We assume that both c and / are smooth and bounded. For any 0eC we define Q t by r \ r for 0 whose first and second derivatives are in C. The right side of (3) can be found in the famous Bellman equation, [2] , [4] . Furthermore the least Q r excessive majorant has a close relation to the optimal stopping problem, [3] , [4] .
In this note we shall discuss a similar problem in a more general set-up. Let A u be the generator of a Markov process. We seek a semigroup of operators acting on L 00 (R n , ju) whose generator is an extension of G0 = sup(A u 0-f/"). Such a semi-group (with generator G) will be u obtained as the envelope of the semi-groups whose generators are respectively, as we can image from the fact that G is the envelope of
In fact we will prove the following theorem in §3. (1) Td = P t <f>-{-[*P 9 fd0 9 0eL.
Jo
Then T t is a mapping from L into jL and has the following properties (TO) semi-group property: . Since T, w satisfies (Tl) and (T2), we have
and (4) ||T,"^||^||r t "0 n -T t "0|| + ||T,"0||^||^|H-sup||/-||<.
Thus sup T t u (f) n is increasing as n^>oo and the set {sup T t u (j) nj n = l, 2, •••} n u
is O-bounded. Therefore
On the other hand, from (Al) we can derive, for any u
By (5) and (6) we conclude Proposition 2. § 3. Proof of Theorem I
We shall construct our required semi-group S t . Define J=J(N) by 
So
Therefore by (J2) we see
<k\\J<t>-<t)\\<kA-K(<l)).
This completes the proof of (J3) .
By the definition of J we get
Hence, if we assume that (J4) holds for &, then namely (J4) holds for k + 1.
Therefore we get (J5).
Lemma 2. S t (m is increasing as
Proof. Put // = l/2 ff+1 . Recalling (TO) and (Tl), we have
Taking the supremum of both sides, we get
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
Hereafter we put 7z = sup ||/"||. Proof. First we shall show (ii). Take 0 n eZ) and 0 n eD approximating 0 and 0 respectively. Hence (i). For £>0, we take an approximation 0 n (e) GE-D to 0 -e. Let approximate 0. Then, for large n.
Hence, by (SI)', 5A(e)^S,0 n for large w.
Therefore tending ^ to oo we have On the other hand 0 -£ converges to 0, so (ii) implies S t <j) = lim S t (0 -e) .
£40
Hence (iii). For £>0, we take 0eD such that ||0 -0||<Ce. Let t n be a binary approximation to t. Then for any binary
S 0 (S tn (f>) =S d+tn (j).

So appealing to (ii) and (iii) we get (18) S e (S t (f>} =S g+t (t) for binary 0.
Again by virtue of (iii) we obtain the semi-group property of S t . 
Since F is arbitrary, (37) implies 
This implies for any binary t S t ™(t><S t (f)
for large n.
Therefore for binary t
Since the both sides are continuous in t, we complete the proof of Proposition 6.
For any constant c>Q, we replace P t u by e' ct P t u . Then we can easily show the following, 
Corollary. Theorem 1 is still valid, -when we replace (iv) and
\ c i
Hence there exists lim S t <t> 9 say v$. By virtue of (43) , we can see
that 770 does not depend on 0.
Corollary* S t v = v for any t>Q, and if v belongs to D, then § 4. Proof of Theorem 2
For any £>0 and Q^L we define 
MA
Recalling (2) we see
From (3) and (4) Proof. Putting J = l/2* we get by (J5)
Hence, by (Jl),
(J3) means the following (7). (7) ||S^||<e-10|| + -(l -<r°') +II0II. 
71
Therefore we can derive the semi-group property on binary parameter.
S t+e^ = S t (S d (l)) =S G (S t (f))
for binary t and 6, Again, by (7), we have
0)
Hence the set {8$, binary t} is also O-bounded. (ii) P(r l -r,_ 1 >0=«"" where l = n(R*). So jPg is strongly continuous. 
